Some cutting tools work in kinematic conditions that differ consistently from the hypothetical conditions admitted in the phase of project. Especially in case of gear cutting the difference between the main cutting velocity vector and total cutting velocity vector can't be neglected. The present paper analyses the constructive and the functional geometry of the milling head's arbitrary cutting edge and emphasizes the dependence of the real cutting geometry of the constructive elements and the kinematic peculiarities of the cutting process, where the relative position of cutting tool and cut gear becomes a severe factor of influence.
Basics of cutting geometry
Cutting geometry has been defined in many manners, which basically use the theory of projections and sections from descriptive geometry [1, 2, 3] . These approaches are exact if the cutting wedge defining surfaces are zero curvature geometrical entities (planes). If the rake face and the relied faces differ from the plain form the application of the theory of projections can lead to complicated graphical representations. In order to avoid this a particular vector calculus model will be used as follows. Figure 1 shows a cutting wedge delimited with curves rack and relief faces, whose equations are to be known in an arbitrary frame. Particularly for the goals of this paper that are considered to be written in a frame related to the cutter.
The main planes that are used to define the constructive geometry are related to the direction of the main cutting velocity vector   M v in the considered edgepoint. These build up the constructive frame. The basic plane's normal unit vector k0 is collinear with the main velocity vector. The tangential plane   t P is built on vectors k0 and  . Remark that  is directed along the tangent line of the cutting edge, but its sense differs from the inner to the outer cutter: in the first case it extends from the basepoint of the edge to the tip, in the second case in opposite way. This must be accepted for the unification of the vector calculus. The normal unit vector j0 of the tangential plane is calculated by the formula:
The orthogonal measuring plane is normal to both planes defined before. Its normal unit vector
is chosen such a way the frame result righthanded.
For the calculus of the rake and relief angles the direction vectors of intersection lines between the rake face and orthogonal plane and respectively the relief face and the orthogonal plane is needed. Direction vectors of lines enumerated before will be computed as cross product of the normal vectors of intersecting surfaces they result from. Figure 2 shows the rake and relief angles with respect to the vectors that define them.
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The Constructive and Functional Geometry of the Cutter Head of Cylindrical Gears with Curved Toothline259 Figure 2 : The milling head and the cutters Both rake and relief angles are defined in the orthogonal measuring plane. It is to remark that tangent vectors to the intersection lines of rake and relief face with the measuring plane are Formulae (2) show that constructive geometry is easy to compute in any edgepoint if main cutting velocity vector and the normal vectors of the rake and relief faces are known. The functional geometry is similarly built up using inseam the main cutting velocity vector the real cutting velocity vector that results as the sum of the main cutting velocity and all velocity vectors characterizing the feed motions. The real or global cutting velocity vector can be defined as the relative motion velocity of the cutting tool reported to the workpiece, in the considered edgepoint. The functional frame is defined using the relative velocity vector. The reciprocate positions of the vectors involved in the model remain the same, thus the formulae (1) and (2) 
The constructive geometry
The constructive geometry is based on the main cutting velocity vector. This must be primed in the frame   attached to the cutter. The expression of this is deducted considering figure 3 . The main cutting velocity is the tangential velocity of the considered edgepoint M when the milling head rotates about its own axis, thus (6) Normal vector of the tangential plane can be calculated while equations of the rake and the relief surfaces or the equations of the cutting edge are known. The numerical example in this paper is deduced for a conical relief face intersected with a plane rake face. Equations are detailed in the paper "About the Profile Constancy by Curved Teeth Cylindrical Gear's Cutter Head". Based on this, the normal vector of the rake face can be primed as: The expression (6) matches with the sense of the rake face normal vector presented on figure (1) -it rises out from the rake face. The j parameter's first value refers to the inner cutter, the second for the outer.
The normal vector of the relief face is deduced geometrically in the frame of the sharpening device followed by its transformation in the frame of the cutter. The calculus is performed using figure 4. Figure 1 shows that tangent vector of the edge result as the cross product of normals of the relief and rake faces, in the points of the edge. Thus g a n n τ   (9) Finally, j vector results as a double cross product while using formulas (1), (8) and (9) and remarking that 1   g a n n :
With this all vectors involved in the formulas of the constructive cutting angles are determined.
The functional geometry
The modeling and computing of the functional geometry is based on the calculus of the effective cutting velocity vector. As it was stated before, it is the vector difference between the velocity vector of an arbitrary edgepoint and the velocity vector of that workpiece point that is overlapped to the first in the moment of examination. This vector difference depend on two parameters: 
easy computed from the slide free rolling condition of the pitch line and the pitch circle, involving segments of approach IJ and recess JQ [4] . The actual moment is characterized by the value of parameter 2  denoting the rolling angle from the moment of engagement, thus   . The relative velocity vector can be written as
The angular speeds involved in the formula (11) are related through the teeth numbers and the value of the tangential feed 1 s whose significance is the reach of the milling head's axis in a minute. The value of the tangential speed s v is a vector matching axis 0
x whose value depends on the main cutting speed and the tangential feed. It can be written that where n denotes the rev in rpm and m v the main cutting speed in ms -1 . Using formula (12) the condition of slide free rolling between the centroids involved in the relative motion can be primed as follows: . The results obtained shown a very different distribution of the constructive and the functional geometry on the outer respectively the inner cutting edge.
The constructive geometry
The constructive geometry depends on the configuration parameters of the rake face and the relied face. Rake angle mainly depends on the slanting angle s g and the theoretical rack profile angle 0 a . Relief angle value, due to the fact that relief face is a conical surface, is determined by the tip relief angle value f a denoting the slanting of the cutter in the grinding device and cone half angle s a calculated in dependence with 0 a . The variations of the discussed angles are are computed in dependence with the distance of the edgepoint from the pitch line of the theoretical rack. Edge tip point correspond to minimum value of this parameter. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the constructive rake angles till figure 8 presents the constructive relief angles. The diagram on the left proves the practically constancy of the constructive rake angles both on the inner and the outer cutter and its equality with the slanting angle. However a theoretical variation still exists due to the fact that cutting edges are geometrically curved till rake faces doesn't contain the axis of In the formula (15) are involved the B width of the cut gear, a the half of the pitch thickness of the generating rack tooth and u denotes the distance of the edgepoint to the pitch line. The variation of the rake angle values is unsignificant but the difference to the constructive values is prominent. The results are shown in diagrams 9 respectively 10. The variations can be considered linear. The traces are numbered from 1 to 5 meaning the position of the edge primed by the angular values figured in (15). The diagrams show that the interval of the distribution along the cutting edge are theoretically influenced by the position of the cutting edge for both inner and outer cutters. Figure 9 : The variation of the functional rake angles More significant is the large difference between the constructive and functional angle values. Rake angle on the inner cutter's edge decreases, while on the inner cutter increases with approximately the same value, in the case of the present study among 5.
The relief angle evolution is inadmissible on the inner cutter's edge as shown in diagram 10. If comparing figures 10 with diagrams 8 it can be concluded that the sense of variation remains the same in case of constructive and functional geometry. The relief angle on the outer cutter's edge increases related to the constructive value while inner cutter's edge encounters an opposite trend obtaining here negative values that hamstring the chip forming process. Mathematically the results are explainable considering the rotation of the functional frame in comparison with the constructive frame. This is due to the large value of the rotation of the cut gear in comparison with the rotation of the milling head as a consequence of the kinematic of gearing by this type of gears. The same type of cutters are used in the construction of the milling heads for Gleason or Öerlikon type bevel gears. There the relative motion admit come in to being positive functional relief angles on both outer and inner cutter edges.
5.Conclusions
Numerical investigation shows that the cutters used in the build-up of the milling head for generating cylindrical gears having Archimedean spiral curved toothline can only partially be realized using classical technologies.
Due to the intense rotation of the workpiece the inner cutter cannot be relieved using a slanted conical surface as relief face. Here a more expensive but also better quality ensuring slanted relieving technology must be adopted. As consequence the relief face will result as conical helix surface.
Constructive rake angles must be different on the outer and inner cutters in order to obtain an approximate equalizing of the functional angles.
